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Biederman and the Firebugs draws fresh talent
By Jacquie Boonstra
Staff Writer
Have you ever been aware of an
ongoing wrong, and yet have denied
its existence? If you have, chances are
you can identify with the main
character in the theater department's
fall production Biederman and the
Firebugs. Wben deciding on the play
for this fall, the theater department
wanted to deal with global and
international issues. Biederman was
written after World War II by Max
Frisch, a Swiss native of German
heritage.
Frisch is a major figure in the post--
World War II German playwright
movement. His play is related to
global politics, specifically dealing
with the German people's acceptance
of Hitler's policies during the war.
Biederman was originally a radio
drama which Frisch later adapted to-
the stage. Although the play is a
comedy, Frisch felt that his audience
whould realize the serious underlying
themes. He added an epilogue that
takes place in hell in an attempt to
portray that serious aspect. According
to Vern Meyer, director of the play,
Dordt's theater department has cut the
final act. Some felt that this scene
would offend the audience. Meyer
said that things are being done to try
to compensate for the missing act, so
that the audience will see the serious
overtones amidst the comedy.
Meyer said he was delighted with the
tremendous turnout for the auditions.
He is very encouraged by the talent he
sees this year and said, "I ache that we
don't have more plays." The
Biederman cast includes a mixture of
novices and those who have had some
experience. •
Cast List
Biederman Bob Wassenaar
Babette Fran De Stigter
Anna Joy Kadyk
Schmitz Tim Maat
Eisenring .Jim Sawtelle
Policeman .Eric.Rynders
Ph. D Ken Vandendool
Mrs. Knechtling Mary Bos
Firemen Chuck Adams
Sue DcHaan
Kathy Powell
Sharon Reitsma
Vonda Sjaardema
Allan Tiel
GRE: seniors look ahead
by Eve-Lynn Spykman
College seniors hoping to continue
their formal education must inevitably
face that nervewracking graduate
school entrance examination. For
some it is the Law School Admission
Test, for others the Medical College
Admission Test or the Graduate
Management Aptitude Test. But
approximately three-fourths of all
graduate schools require a more
generalized admissions test, the
Graduate Record Examinations
(GRE).
GRE scores provide for graduate
school admissions panels a common
measure of the qualification of their
applicants, who may come from a
wide range of colleges and universities
with varying standards.
Nationwide, each graduate school
places a different emphasis on the
importance of GRE scores. According
to Placement Counselor Quentin Van
Essen, "acceptance is based on a
formula" which includes the student's
undergraduate Grade Point Average
and recommendations from former
professors, along with the GRE
results. There is no uniform formula,
however. among the various
universities. Even within a given
school, explained Van Essen, one
department may value the GRE score
more highly tlian another department
Van Essen recommended that students
~heck the entrance requirements of
mdividuat schools as listed in the
graduate school directories available
in the library or placement office.
The GRE General Test is divided
into sections intended to measure
verbal, quantitative, and analytical
abilities. Although it is not the type of
test a student can "cram" for, it is
possible to make some preparations.
Van Essen recommends that students
use the GRE practice materials to
familiarize themselves with testing
procedures and to review the contents
of the test,
Some graduate programs may
require a GRE Subject Test in certain
areas of study. Specialized tests are
offered in seventeen subject areas,
including engineering, psychology,
music, history, and literature. Subject
Tests are shorter than the General
Test, and are designed to measure a
student's knowledge in a specific field
of study. The psychology test, for
example, contains sections on thooR'
Biederman set is red hot
"I do not like static stages," set
designer John Hofland declares.
The first thing the audience will
notice when looking at the Biederman
stage are the 130 fifty-gallon drums.
Hofland is borrowing them from a
private beekeeper in Sioux City who
uses them throughout the year to
transport his honey. The beekeeper, in
turn. bought them from Well's Blue
Bunny dairy company. Hofland is
painting the barrels red, and after the
play he will strip them and return them
to the beekeeper. '
Hofland is looking forward to
working with this set simply because
"the whole idea is a bit absurd." He is
using complementary colors-sa loud
blue and a hot red. The floor itself is
blue marble. Hofland says that it is a
fun play, so he wants a fun stage. •
- ~
Tim Maat (left) and Bob Wassenaar reharse a scene from Biederman. (Photo by
Angela Struyk)
About twenty Dordt College seniors
plan to take the test this Saturday,
October 10, at the University of South
Dakota in Vermillion. The GRE will
also be offered on December 12,
February 6, April 9, and June 4. Each
year about fifteen percent of Dordt's
graduating class continues studying on
a graduate level. Last year thirty-one
seniors took the test and all were
accepted to U.S. or Canadian
universities. •
Institute studies Agricultural Stewardship
physiology, and statistics, explained
Van Essen.
Seniors who plan to wait one or two
years before entering graduate school
are advised to take the GRE while
they are still in college. They are
likely to do their best while in an
educational setting, rather than after
being out of school for a year or
longer. According to Van Essen,
graduate schools generally honor GRE
scores for five years.
considering the resources available
and the direction in which agriculture
What is sustainable agriculture? should be moving. Then they will
How can one be a steward of the land? suggest long-term projects in land use,
Mr. Ron Vos and Dr. Delmar Vander using the Stewardship Center as a
Zee are investigating these questions model. Finally, the team will submit
in their work at Dordt's Studies proposals requesting research grants
Institute this year. from government or private
Their project has several objectives, organizations. Vos confessed that
which Vander Zee explained as although the goal is somewhat
having past, future, and practical "nebulous," they do intend to write
components. First they will evaluate several papers on stewardship, make
the goals and objectives of the college continued on page 8
and the Stewardship .. iCje.::n~tei:r.: .. _ .. _iii_ .. .
by Alicia Nugteren
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editorials.: '_'' _
When I was three or four years old
two of my aunts from the Netherlands
came to visit my family and other
reIati ves in Canada. When they left,
my parents took my brother and me 10
the top of the parking garage at the
Toronto airport so we could watch the
enormous airplane glide into the sky.
It certainly appeared to me, after the
plane disappeared into the clouds, that
the Netherlands must be somewhere
near heaven. For several years after,
my brother and I would wave at
airplanes overhead and yell, "B ye
Tante Annie, Bye Tante Jo-Jo!" as if
every plane was on a trip to the same
destination; that wonderful country
somewhere close to God.
Now it is seventeen or eighteen
years later, and I do of course realize
after being there myself that the
Netherlands is not anywhere close to
heaven. In fact, I don't even know
where heaven is anymore. Something
else I have realized after having lived
in Sioux Center for sixteen years is
this; I/"ay not have been the only one
to cehsider the Netherlands, or the
Dutch, to be more precise, a little bit
closer to heaven.
The bumper sticker which is
enormously popular in this area
reveals the attitude when it boldly
states "If you ain't Dutch, you ain't
much." We tend group everyone into
two catagories: those who are Dutch,
and those who are anything else.
Whether we like 10 admit it or not
this attitude is thriving at Dordt.
Since Dordt was founded by Christian
Reformed Dutchmen, it draws mainly
students of Dutch descent,
Most people have probably noticed
the division in the Commons among
the Vietnamese students and other
students. You've heard the term the
foreign food corner, no doubt. Most
of us look the other way and say
they'd rather be with their own kind
anyway. But put yourself into their
shoes. How would you feel if you
moved to a new country. went to a
university there where you were
constantly surrounded by the natives,
who left you almost totally to
yourself?
In classes and in church, it is
assumed that everyone is familiar with
Christian Reformed doctrine and
liturgy. The page number for the
Apostles' Creed is rarely given in
church. Students are spoken to as
though they have all attended
Christian institutions previous to
Dordt.
My roommate for two years was
from a Norwegian/Lutheran
background. She was amazed at other
students' naivete about the Lutheran
church--as though there were only one,
type of Lutheran church. If people
unfamiliar with the Reformed faith
clumped Netherlands Reformed,
American Reformed and Christian
Reformed into one single category
we would be quick to point out the'
differences.
Students from non-Christian
Reformed backgrounds do not receive
the institutional grant, and some must
have references from the pastors of
their churches to be able to attend
Dordt. Dordt has no black students
and few Hispanics. Nor do we have
many students from evangelical
backgrounds. These people have been
at Dordt in the past, but they generally
do not remain for four years.
I think it is safe to say that of those
students with Dutch backgrounds who
come to Dordt, a large majority come
from smaller communities with an
active Christian Reformed Church or
two or three or four. and these
students have had a Christian
education. ~
Junior William Meyerhoff comes
from it Eurasian family--his mother is
. Japanese and his father is German. He
comes from a big city and has been a
Christian for only the past five years.
When he initially came to Dordt three
years ago, Meyerhoff was excited
about going to a Calvinist-based
institution. Although he finds some
very good things here at Dordt
academically, he has been
disappointed in students' closed
mindedness towards him. Meyerhoff
says that people at Dordt stereotype
him by his outward appearance.
"My high school was seventy-five
percent Jewish, and with all different
kinds of people, different religious
beliefs," Meyerhoff said. "I went out
with a girl who was Bahai Faith [an
off-shoot of Islam] and through
learning to deal with people from
various backgrounds. and races, and
religion and classes, I learned the
importance of tolerence for people
that are different than me. But I don't
practice that perfectly either."
It's normal to feel comfortable with
those most like us. But the danger of
being comfortable is the
establishments of cliques and
c1osedmindedness, something some
Dordt students are accused of. •
• •oplnlOR _
An un-common
By Carol Valkema
Okay, so you don't get a home-
cooked meal at the Commons. What
exactly did you expect? Imagine
cooking for about 500 people at a
given meal. There's a certain budget
to work with while trying to please
many appetites. It's not an easy task.
Think about what the Commons
offers. The cost is affordable,
espocially considering that you get all
you can eat. There are choices at each
meal, SO there should be at least one
item an individual likes. There are
also special meals with Hawaiian,
country/western, or 50s themes.
Attitudes which I see regarding the
Commons are not Christian--students
complaining and being slobs. Please
read the rules for putting your meal
tray on the conveyor belt. Throw your
trash away (napkins, bones, leftovers,
etc.). Tum your glasses upside down
(Why? Because the glasses go into
the glass racks upside down, so you'll
really be helping your peers working
in the dishroom to work more
efficiently). Put your silverware on
opinion
one side of the tray. If you don't
cooperate with these suggestions, then
don't complain when the conveyor belt
is moving slowly, you're waiting in a
long line 10 get rid of your tray, and
you're late for Western Civ. If the
dishroom crew didn't have to spend
half of its time cleaning people's trays
for them, they could do their job at a
faster rate.
Working in the commons is seen by
many as a low-class job where all the
freshmen are stuck. If you go to work
with a good attitude and Christian
work ethics, it's an excellent job.
Why? Because it's a family. Mike
Cassidy and Jim Calkhoven are fun,
friendly, fair, and concerned about
their employees. Right now there are
about eight seniors working in the
Commons, most of whom have been
there since their freshman year. I hear
no complaints from these workers.
In summary, attitudes about the
Commons should be evaluated.
Please consider giving more respoct to
the efforts shown there. •
Has reading become irrelevant?
by Kurt Hoeksema
Staff Writer
Book reading, like talking on the
front porch, holding hands, and
walking in the woods, has been forced
into a corner of cultural irrelevance.
Why read Ray Bradbury's Farenheit
451 when you can see the movie
version by Francois Truffant? Why
mess around with dating when you
can get what you want right away?
The demise of book reading can be
blamed in pan on the convenience of
other media. Reading takes concen-
tration and a certain amount of effort,
which modem entertainment discour-
ages.
But decline in book reading is only a
result of a greater problem--a debate
over the nature of reality and truth.
I'm not being overdramatic. There
have been instances in the history of
world history where the debate over
the nature of reality and truth didn't
matter. Os Guinness in The
Gravedigger File mentions the West
Bank of Paris in the 1930s. Greats
like Picasso, Sartre, Gide, Malraux,
Bunuel, and de Beauvoir all had
gathered there, but in the I930s they
produced no great works of an. Their
collective indifference towards truth
and reality undermined those
individual geniuses during that
decade, says Guinness.
If you're still not convinced, and the
nature of truth seems quite obvious 10
you, try explaining it to your younger
brother or your parents. While you're
trying to explain, ask yourself these
questions; Is Miami Vice real? Is
Dostoevsky's Crime and Punishment
real? Is free love real? Is college real?
Are any of these true? In modern
society, what is visible is the sole
reality and the sole truth. Under these
terms, book reading. containing no
real visual content. would have no
value, and Miami Vice, an ecstasy of
the visual, would be an experience of
divinity. Reality can rightly be seen
as what we see. But reality and truth
aren't interchangeable terms. Truth
comes in the form of communication
(written and spoken) and includes the
ambiguity and misunderstanding that
goes with communication.
Reading questions the common
understanding of reality. I've been
criticized for liking experimental
fiction for its questioning of reality.
But I maintain that all good writing
~literature included) questions some
form of reality. Literary critics like
John Gardner call for an objective,
moral reality in a piece of fiction for
an understanding of the human
condition. As a Christian, I can see
the need for standards in
understanding humanity. But I also
see the subjective, immoral realities of
this- world. Surely nuclear war is
neither an objective nor a moral
reality. One subjective lunatic decides
to push the button, and the world
could be over. Nor is the destruction
of the world ever a moral choice. In a
novel like Cat's Cradle, Kurt
Vonnegut satirizes the absurdities of
nuclear war and of religion and its
perversions. Novelists like Robert
Coover, William Gass, John Barth,
and Kurt Vonnegut explore these and
other absurdities with an energy that's
surprising considering their
pessimistic tendencies. Vonnegut and
other modern writers have trouble
giving solutions to human problems,
but at least they have some of the
questions right. All too often the
objective moralists have the answers
but don't ask the questions--"Sin
results in death, but don't ask us why it
has to be so horrible." Nor are these
modern writers totally subjective.
They believe in evil. And they hope
in their pessimistic way that writing is
relevant, somehow valuable. For they
ask what is relevant, if reading and
writing aren't. Is watching M*A*S*H
relevant? Is drinking beer relevant?
Is dissecting a cat relevant?
Some of immoral fiction is bad, both
aesthetically and morally. But overall,
these writers understand the
brokenness of modern humanity.
Perhaps their vigorous reassessment of
all we once believed, is necessary 10
get us thinking again about this world
we live in. Only when the gospel
emphasizes that we are in this world
along with its traditional emphasis of
not being c? it will we communicate
with the best writers. But enough of
this. I feel like walking in the woods;
are you doing anything this Friday
~ 0 •
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Bork nomination emphasized differences in political beliefs
by Tim Rylaarsdam
The nomination of Judge Robert
Bork by President Ronald Reagan has
benefitted all of us. In a process that
usually results in virtually unanimous
votes of approval, the Bork
nomination hearings have generated
an enormous amount of controversy
and partisan opposition. Liberal
special interest groups like the ACLU
and NOW have mobilized in
opposition. Letters have poured into -: _
key senators' offices by the hundreds "Though Judge Bork would not make the perfect
of thousands. Enormous amounts of
TV time have been dedicated to the Justice from a Christian point of view, the. evidence
hearings. Political rhetoric has known obviously weighs in his favor."
no bounds: Judge Bork has been _
described both as the most brilliamt
jurist nominated in 50 years, and as
threatening to plunge the U.S. back
into a dark age where no woman or
minority would have even the most
basic civil rights. The eloquent pens
of conservative commentators George
Will and William F. Buckley have
been sharpened to higher levels of
biting sarcasm than normal in
rebutting the opposition. President
Reagan, in the face of likely defeat of
the nomination, has stubbornly
pledged to fight till the end with all
flags flying. And those of us who
have bothered to watch have been
treated to a first class education on the
Constitution, our system of law, and
judicial philosophy. This seems
highly appropriate during the
bicentennial of the Constitution.
But why all this controversy?
Although I do not claim to be any sort
of expert in the area of law, I have
seen and read enough of the hearings
10 comment on the issue.
If the comrovcrsv can ho boiled
down to a single issue it seems to be
Judge Bork's view of how one should
interpret the constitution. He believes
that when applying the Constitution to
a law or to a specific case, it should be
interpreted as closely to the "original
intent" of the framers as possible.
Bork's supporters claim this
philosophy will prevent the sort of
judicial activism that has defined the
Supreme Court since the Warren era;
has allowed such fiascos in judicial
reasoning as Roe vs. Wade; given the
judicial branch far 100 much power;
and given liberals a forum in which to
accomplish a social agenda they could
never have pushed through
legislatures. Bork detractors believe
that his philosophy may not allow him
to sufficiently protect the rights of
women and minorities. and may not
go far enough in protecting the rights
of all to free speech, privacy, and the
over extension of executive power.
The more reasonable members of his
opposition raise valid points. As
Christians. one of our main concerns
should be that the law is justly applied
to all people. Secondly, we realize
(even if Judge Boric does not) that no
one can really interpretany document.
especially the Constitution, in a totally
objective manner withoput any of his
beliefs or worldview coloring his
opinions. This is a view that stems
Outreach program undergoes changes
by Galen Sinkey to the volunteers. They work with
The Community Outreach Program, agencies to help organize activities for
with its 75 volunteers, has undergone the volunteers, and are there to
many changes this year in order to provide help if the volunteers have
provide better volunteer services to questions or problems.
the area and to increase awareness of One main objective the directors and
this organization on campus. coordinators have is to organize
One of the most important changes is activities like ice cream socials to get
Community Outreach Program's new volunteers for different agencies
name--in past years it was simply together. Ward says, "Many of the
called the "Volunteer Program". The volunteers don't know who the other
Volunteer Program still exists, only volunteers are or what they do.
now it encompasses SACS, PLIA, as Through activities like these they can
well as the Community Outreach get to know each other and exchange
Program. ideas."
Currently, Community Outreach Ward is also pushing the idea of
volunteers work with either children, getting Bible studies involved in
the elderly, or the handicapped. volunteering. He hopes Bible studies
About 50% of the volunteers are will be willing to do "one-time"
working with children in the PALS volunteer activities like visits or hymn
program or the Niessink Home in sings at nursing homes in the area.
Rock Valley. Around 30% of the The directors are also looking into
volunteers work with the elderly, prison visitation this year--something
mainly in Franken Manor or the Sioux completely new for the program.
Center Hospital, and the remaining "This is a whole new area for us," says
20% work with handicapped people at Ward, "we hope to work with it more
Hope Haven or River Valley. this year as we get more time."
Other changes within Community Ward is encouraged by the wide
Outreach include increasing the response to the program this year.
number of coordinators from five to "Everyone seems to be excited about
nine. Brian Ward, Community what they're doing. The coordinators
Outreach co-director, says, "With nine are also giving lots of good input
coordinators each one has a lighter _ which is helpful, and we're happy with
load, giving the program room to the way things are getting organized."
grow." Coordinatorsserve as advisors says Ward. •
from a belief that the scientific method
alone can be applied to solve any of
man's problems or dilemmas, a belief
deeply rooted in the secular,
humanistic worldview. Those
Christians or pro-lifers who have
rushed to support the nomination
should be cautioned in this respect:
Judge Bork can best be described as
"not much of a religious person" and
there is no reason to believe he will
instead. They accused him of being
anti-consumer when his anti-trust
writings are based on what is best for
the consumer.
Bork displayed fine judicial
temperament in patiently answering
the questions. He once pointed out to
Kennedy that were not the accusations
against him so serious, the lack of
evidence for them would make them
highly amusing. Former Attorney
General William F. Smith later
testified to the committee that if the
public really was afraid of Bork it was
only because of their
misrepresentations. propagandizing
and downright lies.
Other evidence counteracts the
opposition's charges. If Judge Bork's
views are so radically conservative.
why would a black woman (a former
deputy solicitor general) support him?
Why would the American Bar
Association give him its highest
possible rating (including one of the
witnesses against him)?
Why did the Senate unanimously
confirm Bork's nomination to the D.C.
Court of Appeals? Why did Joe Bidcn
say he would confirm him for the
Supreme Court just a year ago? Why
have none of his cases been
overturned by the Supreme Court?
Why were six cases that were
appealed to the Supreme Court in
which he voted in the minority
overturned in his favor? This seems
interpret the Constitution with a
Judeo-Christian or even justice-
oriented worJdview. There is no
guarantee either, according to his
testimony, that he Will necessarily
vote in a pro-life manner.
There are further problems with his
philosophy. As Sen. Arlen Specter
(RIP A) pointed out, Bork believes that
because executive powers are vague in
certain areas, they are therefore
organic (or expandable). Yet he docs
not seem to consistently apply this to
vaguely enumerated rights.
Furthermore, contrary to popular
view, much U. S. law is not encoded
(it would be impossible to encode all
laws to apply to all situations); but it
~udge-made, where judges base their
opinions on applicable precedents. to indicate some superior judicial
Therefore, most decisions reached by reasoning.
judges are based on precedents and Can Judge Bork really be a radical
not the Constitution itself. (This is to outside of the judicial mainstream?
clarify any misconceptions regarding Hardly! Some of his opponents have
this, not a comment on Bork's views). changed tact and claim he is now too
Much of the opposition to Bork is unpredictable. Some claim both! The
based on some articles he has written only way they could be right is if
and comments he made early in his Judge Bork lied when testifying under
career. He has disagreed in the past oath, and he himself pointed out that
with certain civil rights laws and history would harshly judge that.
Court decisions, but he has long since Though Judge Bork would not make
recanted on those views. He still the perfect Justice from a Christian
maintains that some of the reasoning point of view, the evidence obviously
in these decisions is faulty, though. weighs in his favor. It is unlikely that
He especially finds Roe vs. Wade to any nominee could perfectly match
lack solid reasoning and feels it is also our specifications at this point in time.
based on weak precedent. He does not So why reject someone as brilliant as
find anywhere in the Constitution a Bork? It comes down to basic
broad enough right of privacy which political beliefs in the nation. The
would allow a woman to abort her liberals will not give up the swing
unborn child (though he docs not say vote that found the right to an abortion
that that right could never be derived). in the Constitution that easily. They
With the exception of Arlen Specter, hold a rights-oriented judicial
the Bork opposition has been philosophy.
outrageous in some of its claims. Sen. Bork supporters believe in rights
Kennedy started the hysteria on the tempered by responsibilities,
day of Bork's nomination when he especially as found in the-
claimed Bork would return the U.S. to Constitution, which recognized that
the dark ages. In the hearings, Sen. some rights needed to be given up in
Kennedy and Sen. Mctzenbaurn made the interest of a stable.just society.
sweeping statements regarding Judge We Christians do al\..dshould believe
Bork's lack of concern for minorities, much the same thing about rights.
women, and the right of marricd Judge Bork may limit free speech to
couples to have privacy in their own exclude pornographers and he may
bedrooms. Metzenbaum claimed to limit privacy to protect the unborn.
speak for the women and minorities of More power to him! Judge Bork is
America who "feared" Bork. They closer to our norms of justice than his
-based their statements on his long opponents, and he represents no threat
recanted statements and writings, on to basic rights; therefore, the Senate
lines lifted out of context, and they will make a grave mistake in rejecting
presented an ObVlOUSJoke as a scnous his nomination. •
statement. Sen. Biden constantly
rephrased Bork's replies "to see if he
understood them correctly" but
seemed intent on twisting his words
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The Stewardship Center Harvests
by Angela Struyk
When smart-aleck city slickers or
Calvin College students snicker about
Dordt College being in the middle of a
corn field we usus ally become
defensive. "No it's not I mean, well
there is corn all around us, but you
know ..." It's no use denying the facts.
Dordt College is in the middle of com
fields. In fact Dordt owns a farm with
quite a few acres of land with a variety
of crops.
The Dordt Agriculture Stewardship
Center has been busy harvesting. The
Center is not, however. a typical farm.
Parts of the land is set aside for testing
different varieties of corn and soy
beans. Any company may have their
grain tested on a one-tenth acre plot as
long as they provide two bags of seed.
The results of these tests are compiled
and sent to each company that
participates in the testing.
Ron Vas, Agriculture Stewardship
Center Manager, empnasized that the
testing is not done to endorse any one
type of grain, "it's strictly
educational," Vas said. The test plots
are not set up to be a profit making
project but rather an educational and
service project.
The Center acts as a service to area
fanners, who can obtain the results of
Top left: An ear of com waits for the
harvest. (photo by Steve Lesondak)
Right: A solitary combine treks across
a field of ripened com. (Aerial photo
by Paul Vande Kamp) Bottom left:
Testing the com for moisture content.
(photo by SteveLesondak)
the tested products. "The plots are
open, anyone can stop by," Vas said.
The project is also a service for the
seed companies. "We're finding that
lesser known companies find our plots
a good way to get their name out in
the community," he commented.
Besides the seed grown in-the test
plots, the Center grows alfalfa for hay
on 90 acres, soy beans on 16 acres,
and reserves 190 acres for feed for
dairy cows, cattle, and hogs.
Although the Center is also a place
to educate the future farmers at Dordt,
Vas explained that it is difficult to
involve students with crop planting
and harvesting. When the planting is
done most students have left Dordt for
the summer. Some agriculture
students are involved in the harvestiog
by collecting data from the test crops.
The Center is concerned with a
stewardly use of resources and tries to
cut down the use of nonrenewable
resources wherever possible.
Although both the soy beans and test
plots have already been harvested, the
190 acres of com will stay in the fields
for another week or two. The reason
for waiting. explained vos, is to let
the corn dryas much as possible
before harvesting it. This will reduce
the amount of fuel used in drying out
the corn mechanically. •
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Library complaints spur changes
by Ryan Hoekstra
Staff Writer
Following strong student reaction to
the new library policy, controversy is
settling down and giving way to
student and staff interaction that has
already resulted in some library
changes.
Student reactions have been
characterized by the letter to the editor
in the last issue of the diamond
(September 17, 1987) and by a
petition circulated around campus
shortly after that. Sue DeHaan
obtained 441 signatures to the
statement, "I disagree with the policy
of absolute silence necessary in the
library. I am in favor of a new policy
which would allow for limited,
nondisruptive interactions. I agree
with the statement 'Silence is not
necessary. quietness is.'" Over half
who signed the petition signed
because they agreed with it, said
DeHaan. Yet at least a dozen would
not sign because they disagreed with
the statement, and there is a large
segment of the student body who do
not know what is going on, she added.
Still others were hesitant to sign
because they thought it was a joke, or
because they were afraid to
incriminate themselves.
DeHaan presented the petition at a
special Student Forum meeting on
September 22. Also in attendance
were the engineering students who
wrote the letter to the editor. After
much discussion, Student Forum
wrote up a formal list of
recommendations and suggestions for
the library committee. "This is the
first time that I know of that we've
made a formal proposal to them," said
Student Forum President Dan
VandenBosch (see accompanying
article about Student Forum).
The Student Forum recommendation
states, "We question if due process
was followed in implementing [the
new library policies]." The policy,
VandenBosch explained, "should have
been brought to the library committee,
and I know that it was not."
VandenBosch looked at the minutes of
the last few meetings of last year's
committee and found no record of
approval of the policy.
Contrary to popular belief, the
present policies are not new.
According to reference librarian
Louise Hulst, the library committee
adopted the present policies
throughout last school year due to
complaints that Student Forum had
received about library noise.
Librarians removed the banner reading
"Silenc-e is not necessary, quietness is"
in September 1986, following a policy
decision by the library committee,
Hulst said. The policy was not
enforced due to limited staff. "It
became a contest, so we just let it go.
Last spring, the library was totally out
of control;' said Hulst. "It got so bad
after 10:00 that a student stood on a
desk and yelled, 'Can you shut up in
here?'" According to Hulst, Dordt's
library became a joke at Northwestern
College in Orange City. In April, the
committee decided that if the noise
continued, they would be forced to
close the library at 10:00. This never
occurred because the staff felt the
students needed the extra two hours of
library time, especially right before
exams.
Unfortunately, much of what is
discussed in committee meetings is
never recorded in the minutes, Hulst
said. The only statement that refers to
library policy in the September 9,
1986 minutes reads, "The librarian
will warn offenders. If the problem
continues, those involved will be
reported to the Dean of Students,"
The library committeedocs not have r-----------------------------,
to approve rules and policies such as
those presently in effect, said Joanne
Alberda, library committee faculty
member. However, the staff wanted
committee feedback on the new
guidelines, so they were presented to
the committee in a meeting on
September 23, 1987. "They were less
stringent than we wanted them to be;'
Alberda said. "There were no new
policies in them." The new guidelines
are a procedural, rather than policy
implementation, agreed Hulst.
"It isn't fun, for us," Hulst continued.
"We're trying to help students, and we
wish we could have cooperation from
not only student leaders, but also
students. This is really for them."
Student leaders are already
cooperating. "Student Forum wants
the students to realize and understand
that they have to help change it back,"
said Student Forum's library
committee representative Sue
Kernwein. Fellow Forum member
Jacob Steiger appeals 10 Ihe students
10 treat the library, irs staff, and other
students with respect. Since Dordt
students know each other,
"disciplining ourselves is difficult",
he explained.
Students have expressed appreciation
lor the new, quieter library. Mike
VanderWel, a co-author of the letter 10
the editor in the latest diamond, said
that the library was too noisy last year,
and that the librarians must be
commended for reducing the noise.
At their September 23 meeting, the
library committee discussed the
Student Forum recommendations.
Kernwein said some committee
members feel the whole issue will just
blow over. "It seemed to me that they
didn't want to talk about it," she said,
adding that the petition was not taken
seriously by some library committee
members.
Committee discussions of the
recommendations will resume at the
next scbeduled meeting on October 14
because discussion time at the last
meeting was cut short. Dr. Douglas
Ribbens, director of the library, and
library committee chairman did not
wish to be quoted on the entire library
policy issue.
While enforcement was overdone at
the beginning of the year, changes
have already occurred in the library.
Students now feel that the librarians
no longer look for trouble.
VanderWel feels that the librarians
have eased up because of the pressure
put on them. Steiger added that, as a
whole, students respect that.
According to Kernwein, a librarian
has noticed an already rising noise
level in the library.
Although they like a quiet library, the
librarians who monitor the lower level
don't rcally like doing it, said librarian
Ina Brock. Brock has seen notes left
intentionally on desks for her to read,
notes which are malicious in nature
and contain foul language. Yet she
must continue enforcing the unpopular
policies because it is her job, and
because Ribbens requires her to do so.
Many issues surrounding the policy
are still unsettled. One such issue is
the rearrangement of the lower level.
Students feel that concentrating the
desks in the open area of the lower
level increases noise. The new
arrangement results from a need for
more shelving. When the new
shelving arrives, it will be put in the
empty areas beneath the overhangs,
said Hulst. Changing the lower level s
look took much time and effort this
summer, and cannot easily be changed
back. ~
In Christ,
Forum left out of
library decisions
As your Student Forum, we would
like to respond to the letter to the
editor concerning the library issue
published in the last issue of the
diamond. We hope to clear up a
misconception or two and let you
know how we are responding to tne
issue.
First of all, Forum is concerned with
the statement in the letter to the editor
stating, "We find it hard to believe
that the Student Forum agreed with
this new policy while acting in the
best interests of the student body."
These policies went into affect
without the opportunity for Student
Forum input
..l!Ll~pasl few weeks Studl:J\1
Forum has responded 10 the issue by
meeting with students concerned with
the issue, and sending forum member
Sue Kernwein to the library
committee with this proposal:
Student Forum's Recommendation to
the Library Commitlee - - resulting
from a meeting held September 22 at
6 p.m,
Due to the present conflict between
students and the new library policy,
and the fact that many students have
asked the Forum to consider this issue,
we would like to make some
suggestions in alleviating this conflict.
First of all, we fully support the
intent of the new policy- - to make the
library a place to study and not
socialize. Secondly, any suggestions
we make to the library committee we
hope will improve the studying
atmosphere in the library and not
return it to last year's bad situation.
Our problems with the new policy is
not in the intent but in the
enforcement of it. As it stands now.
the strict enforcement of "silence" has
prohibited students from, asking each
other questions about assignments.
Also, the format of the lower level, we
feel, is not as conducive to studying as
the previous format. For these
reasons, we ask that you consider the
following changes or modifications
thereof ...
I. Change format of the lower level
of the library.
We feel that the increased
concentration of students also
increases the noise level. If desks
were placed between shelves or
underneath the ledges, the noise level
would be reduced dramatically.
Another possibility is to place 6-foot
barriers in between tables so that
students can't see each other, noises
wouldn't carry as much, and the
librarians still could see from the
upper level to monitor disturbances.
II. Leave the conference rooms
unlocked.
This, we hope, will reduce the
hassle of getting the key. This will
make it more convenient for students
to move to these rooms.
III. Increase the lightirl'g underneath
the overhangs.
The lighting currently prohibits
detailed work such as graphing,
drawing, etc.
IV. Make the P-section an area of
absoliite silence.
Those who need silence can study
in there without distraction. Violators
would be required to move out,
In making these suggestions we
realize that enforcement is a problem
for the Iibrarians. We feel that the
librarians should not have to "police"
the library--their role is to help the
students. Yet, some enforcement is
necessary because unfortunately
students don't enforce it themselves.
Some students will always try to
stretch the rules. We suggest the
following:
1. Students be allowed to ask each
other questions about assignments--we
feel this is conducive to good
studying.
2. If students plan on studying
together, they should move to a
conference room.
3. Students who are obviously
socializing and causing a disturbance
should be kicked out with no more
than one warning.
It is our hope, as representatives of
the students, that the library will
remain a good place 10study. We also
hope 10 clear the air about the origin
of these new library policies. We
question if due process was followed
in implementing them.
Thank you for considerng these
proposals.
Student Forum
If you have any ideas concerning the
library issue please contact a Student
Forum member. Forum is sincerely
interested in hearing all views on the
subject in representing you. ~
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Hodgson's
by Mark Vis
Staff Writer
The ongoing debate between
creationists and evolutionists is an
important battle to Christians in the
conservative Corn belt. It is not
surprising, then, that when reports of
evolutionist teachings at a Christian
college circulate, people are quick to
raise banners of protest and
indignation. Dordt College and
Associate Professor of Astronomy
Rev. Richard Hodgson are currently
dealing with protests arising from
statements made by Hodgson in a
debate last spring.
The Hillsdale College (Michigan)
chapter of Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCF) had made
arrangements for a creation versus
evolution debate to be held at the
college for the educational benefit of
its students. After the debate had been
planned, the scheduled evolutionist
debater pulled out of the debate,
leaving the IVCF chapter stranded.
The chapter president then called
Hodgson and asked if he would argue
from the evolutionist point of view for
educational purposes.
Hodgson said he explained that he
was not an evolutionist, but a
creationist, ,nd that he was surprised
IVCF was asking him to take the role
of an evolutionist. Hodgson was
assured by the chapter president that
the debate was to be composed of
"scholarly statements on the subject
that would promote real thinking." It
was not to be "an emotional
presentation which would generate a
lot of heat and little light, and might
degenerate into name-cal ling,"
Besides presenting the evolutionary
view, Hodgson says he was told he
could present the limitations of
evolutionary theory and also explain
his own (creationist) views. Hodgson.
who was converted to Christ through
IVCF and therefore supports its
efforts. accepted the proposition after
prayerful consideration, believing that
it would be "an opportunity to engage
in a potentially fruitful discussion."
Hodgson slated that he felt that God
•views studied by board
might also be calling him to help in , ...,
IVCFs efforts.
According to Hodgson, the debate
itself was conducted fairly. Problems
arose, however, when several
conservative publications read by
many of Dordt's constituents ran
articles portraying Hodgson as a
theistic evolutionist. These articles
were based on transcripts of
Hodgson's last few minutes in the
debate, approximately 2.5% of his
total speaking time. Hodgson said the
quotations were taken from his closing
remarks, and were thus taken out of
the context of his previous statements
in the debate. In the unquoted 97.5%
of the debate, Hodgson explained his
own views and the deficiencies of
evolutionary theory, slating adamantly
that he does not believe the theistic
evolution theory. Another
complication was a fumble in words
made by Hodgson in his closing
remarks. Hodgson noted that the
stumble was due to his exhaustion
after the long debate, and 10 his need
to stay within the time limit allotted 10
him. Hodgson says he was never
asked to respond to the allegations
made in the articles, nor was he
informed that they were being
published, though such prior
notification or opportunity to respond
is part of standard journalism ethics.
Because of expressions of concern
by constituents, and because of
questions raised about Dordt's
integrity, the Board of Trustees has
appointed an ongoing committee to
study Rev. Hodgson's teachings on the
origins of humankind. The committee
will report back to the Board, possibly
at next March's meeting. Rev.
Hodgson said he does not mind the
committee's investigation in that the
research is an opportunity for both
him and the Board to look more
closely at the creation/evolution
debate. Inquiries by constituents are
being answered with a mailing
containing in part a position paper
written by Hodgson to precisely
explain his beliefs. For excerpts from
this paper, see the adjoining article .•
'I firmly and emphatically believe...'
II would be ~ssibl~ 10 fully explaifl every ~CI of lhe r:realiofllevolUliofl
debate evefl if DIU enure paper were devoted 10 the issue. Below are excerpts
from "A Personal Sialemelll of Belief Concerning Creauo« and ElIOlllJiofl"by
Rev. Ric~d G. Hodgson. These statemenss are oflly a summary of Rev.
Hodgsofl S paper. Incompleteness is due 10 etliling, no: 10 deJ'lCie1lCY of lhe
paper.
On God's Role in Creation:
"I firmly and emphatically believe, without any memaI reservations whatever
that lhe Sovereign Triune God of lhe Bible created out of nothing all that exis1s
aU matter and all energy. both visible and invisible. I fmnly believe that
created the Heavens and lhe Earth. not because He had need of anything
anything was lacking in Him. but simply because. in His infWIe ~ i
pleased Him 10 do so. Therefore all matter and energy that He has created i
Wh~lJydependent upon Him for its origins and existence. for its development ('
He IS pleased 10 do so), and for irs continued existence. (Cf. Genesis I & 2,
PsaIm 8, Acts 17:26, Colossians 1:16,17)
On Evolutionism:
"Darwinian (and Hmn~isl) evolution theory asserts that life originated, DOl
a work of .God, b?t accidentally, lhe result of accidental mixing of chemical
elements 10 a SUItable environment, and that all Iifeforms have evolved
gt'lllIuaJ!Yfrom ~s event in~ the widely varied forms we see on Earth today. I
emilhatlcally reject !'arwuuan (and Humanist) evolution because it implicidy
denies God's SOyet'Clgnrule over Hi~ crealinn, and because it is contrary to a
number of promment passages of Scripture, I also rejectlhe philosophies which
have ansen from this evolutionary view.
• TIIl:' lie EvUlUUoa:
"As I have repeatedly indicated, !am not. theistic evolutionist either (I have
indi~ated this consistently in my classes at Dordt, and also clearly in the debate
at Hillsdale Colle~e, al~gh my remarks there were misquoted in lhe press to
give lhe opposite .unpresston.) The theistic evolutionist accepts lhe basic idea 0
evolution, but tries to "Christianize" it by saying that God was behind the
process of evolution. A careful study of the opening chapters of Genesis (in
Hebrew), and other origins passages in lhe Bible, however, has led me to
conclude .that the ~hole thrust of the Bible clearly teaChes divine creation of the
yanou~ kinds of life, not a large-scale evolutionary process. (The term "kinds"
m S~~ s~o~ld not be. autorna~ally equated with the modem biological
term species --m .some suuauons It may refer 10 broader categories. One
should also ree~D1ze that some changes do occur on the species, genus, and
family level, as indeed the Apostle Paul implies of the buman species in Acts
17:26.) The Bible is especially explicit that man is a being created by God from
the materials of Earth. •
Hoksbergen promotes Latin American studies
by Angela Struyk
Considering how often Nicaragua
and other Latin American countries
are in the news, this setting does not
seem ideal for an off-campus program.
Not so, argues Roland Hoksbergen,
director of the Christian College
Coalition Latin American Studies
Program (LASP).
Hoksbergen is currently on a
promotional LOurfor the program, and
stopped at Dordt on September 22.
While at Dordt he spoke to individual
students, lectured in several classes,
and gave a talk in CI60 for faculty
and students interested in the LASP.
LASP is based on the success of the
American studies program in
Washington, D.C., providing a third
world setting for the same type of
program. This is the program's second
year of operation, and a record 22
students are enrolled this semester.
The program is designed for
approximately 20 students, a number
which Hoksbergen believes is good
for discussions, but a "huge gringo
mass" when traveling.
According to the handout
Hoksbergen gives to interested
persons, Christian relationships with
Latin American countries is a main
focus for the program. "Convicted of
the Lordship of Christ in all our
relationships, including those with
other nations and other cultures, the
Latin American Studies Program
brings Christian college students to
Central America where they can learn
about Latin America and experience
Latin culture first hand," the handout
exolains.
The main focus of the program.is
carried out through four basic learning
.elements. Students live in the country
of Costa Rica with a Costa Rican
family. Students study Spanish at a
language institute or at the University
of Costa Rica. After intensive
language training, the group
participates in seminars on Latin
American culture. history, politics,
economics, and religious life. A
service project is required of all
students. This year all of the students
will be working in a camp for
Nicaraguan refugees in Costa Rica.
After completion of these three
elements of living, learning and
serving, the students travel for three
weeks 10 the neighboring countries of
Nicaragua and Guatemala.
"We don't expect students in four
months to have a complete
understanding of what Latin America
is," Hoksbergen explained. But he
hopes students, will begin to ask
questions, to talk through issues, and
"begin to get a Biblical perspective on
what's going on."
The program has been located in
Costa Rica instead of another Latin
American country because of the
stability of the Costa Rican
government and the safety expected
because of stability. Costa Rica was
also chosen because of the country's
"more compact environment for one's
first exposure to Latin America," said
Hoksbergen.
Hoksbergen lives in the city of San
Jose with his wife and two children.
Being director of lhe program was not
Hoksbergen's first exposure 10 Latin
American culture. In 1976
Hoksbergen joined a group from
Christian Reformed World Relief
Committee to help in repair damages
caused by a severe earthquake in
Guatemala. He stayed in this country
for a year and a half, and met and
married his wife, a native of
Guatemala .
Two Dordt students took part in the
program's first year, Dave Van
Heemst and Calvin Struyk. •
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'THEGO"r MuST BE $.~1~~~1bY__
by Dr. M. Vanden Bosch
THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
Directed by Janet Uys.
At first this movie seems to be
telling three unrelated stories: one of a
tribe of Bushman in Africa, one of an
animal biologist in the desert who
becomes unhinged in the presence of a
woman. and one of a band of inept
assassins trying to kill an African
president. And in the opening scenes
the movie seems like a biased
documentary because the voice-over
narration describes the primitive but
gentle Bushmen as a people whose
children never misbehave, since they
never speak harsh words to them, and
who never squabble over who owns
what, since they have no individual
ownership of property. The narrator
explains that. whereas for modern violence are satirized. The ususal
people life is so complex that children comedy devices are used: the film is
need years of schooling just to speeded up for all the chases, two of
survive, for the Bushmen life is so the assassins play cards during any
simple that children can learn all they two-minute lull in the violence, and
need to know from their parents. the villains fail because their courage
But just when the narration sounds is no match for their stupidity.
like propaganda for a simpler lifestyle, Into this world comes a beautiful
a lighter tone establishes itself. The woman who wishes to escape her
carnera cuts to the research biologist hectic world for the serenity of a
picking up a spoonful of elephant mission school. But she inherits the
dung and to his his sidekick, a native research biologist for a driver. He
.masqueradingas amcchanic., .comes lQpick her.up.m.a jeep..with no
The other contrast to the Bushmen is brakes. So much for serenity.
provided by the third plot, which has Of course, the movie uses many of
the assassins stalking and being the usual devices of slapstick humor,
stalked. Although some short scenes but good acting makes us believe in
of violence resemble scenes from the surprised mission-school teacher
Rambo, here the assassins and their and the bumbling biologist. Though
some of the humor is predictable, it is
interesting and funny to see even the
predictable scene of a jeep being
winched into a tree.
Near the movie's beginning, evil
enters the world of the Bushmen in the
unlikely form of an empty Coke
bailie. The Bushmen find so many
uses for it that for the first time they
begin to fight over who should use
something. So the leader of the
Bushmen tries to give the bottle back
gods"Failing at.~
to throw the boltle off the edge of the
earth. (They are simple, but not
stupid.) That effort brings him into
contact with the film's other two
worlds.
The conclusion of the movie
ingeniously brings the three plots
together. The assassins kidnap the
lovely teacher and her mission school
pupils; the Bushman, rescued from jail
by the biologist, then helps to rescue
the lady and her pupils from the
assassins.
In the end, the evil assassins are
captured, the Bushman continues on
his mission to rid his world of the evil
Coke bailie, and the bumbling
biologist succeeds in endearing
himself to the lovely lady in spite of
himself.
The God's Must Be Crazy will not
get many rave novices. But it is one of
the few amusing movies around. It is
not often that I credit a movie for what
it docs not do. But having recently
been subjected by other movies to a
rewrite of history. a documentary on
the preferred sins of college youth,
and some wishful escapism of older
folks, I appreciated the lighthearted
tone of this movie. It does not wield
its philosophy like a celluloid club.
Though its title might suggest that it
will try to justify God's ways to man,
as Milton once set out to do, its gentle
satire instead nudges us to smile at the
too-simple Bushmen and to laugh in
different ways at the self-conscious
biologist and the inept assassins. At
least this director seems to know that a
f .s at likel)' to teach anything
unless it first entertains. •
Copyright 1985, CRC Publications, a
ministry of the Christian Reformed
Church. Reprinted from the Banner
(August 12,1985) with permission.
Band plays more
than dance tunes
by Preston Zwart
The 1986 release of Nervous Night
by the Hooters established the five-
man band from Philadelphia as a pop
band with potential. With their ,latest
release, One Way Home, the Hooters
show they can do more.
Singer-songwriters Eric Bazillian
and Rob Hyman have infused their
latest work with various musical
influences. On songs like "Karla with
a K" and "Fightin' on the Same Side"
the mandolin and harmonica both
recall images of Appalachian folk
music. "Johnny B," the first single to
be released off this album, begins and
ends with an Old English-sounding
flute and mandolin duet.
The band is equally adept at
presenting music with a more
contemporary sound as well. The
song "Graveyard Waltz" (arguably the
best song on the album) builds from a
simple, spooky blues guitar riff into a
super charged rock and roll romp
complete with a guitar solo that is
reminiscent of Led Zeppelin and Pink
Floyd.
The songs on this album are a bit
more serious than the ones off their
first album. Where the songs on
Nervous Night were mostly geared to
the teenaged dance crowd (songs like
"And We Danced" and "Day By
Day"), the new album has a more
bleak perspective on life in general.
Songs such as "Hard Rockin'
Summer," "Engine 999" and
"Washington's Day" follow the basic
storyline of Boy meets GirV Boy loses
GirV Boy wanders around, plagued by
the memory of said Girl -- not the
typical love songs of Top 40 radio.
The song "Satellite" takes a shot at
television evangelists. One couplet
says "He has chosen you to do his
willi you can spread the word in your
coupe de ville."
The title track from this album has
HOOTERS
ONE W ;j.~~ Y H 0
.... "'\I.,~~~~!f'.:j
something to say as well. "One Way
Home" is really a song about the many
different choices one must make and
the confusion this causes. The last
two lines of the song ask, "which
direction will you take! on the journey
you mustmake?"
The Hooters could have played it
safe with this, their second major
album. They could have produced a
record that sounded a lot like "And
We Danced" and it would have been a
best-seller. Instead they chose to
produce a collection of songs that tries
to go beyond where they have been
before. Tbey accomplish this goal and
the result is a better album than
Nervous Nighs. One Way Home is by
no means perfect, but it shows that
the Hooters are determined to be much
more than a mindless dance band.
Tbe future looks very bright for these
ftve young men who call themselves
the Hooters. •
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r-- - - - - - - - - -COUPON - - - - - - - - - - -,Soccer team on a roll Grab a Friend--It's More Fun!
Exercise Two-for-One!
Classi Chassi Aerobic Studioby Chuck AdamsStaff Writer
With seven wins in nine games, the
Dordt Defender soccer team is off to
one of the best seasons in its history.
with the opportunity for two more
wins in the upcoming weekend.
Soccer coach Quentin Van Essen calls
his team solid and is looking forward
to post-season play.
Seven games remain in the regular
season before the NAIA District
Championships to be held the first
weekend of November in Sioux
Center, but Van Essen already has
reason to be optimistic about the
playoffs. According to Van Essen,
Grandview College had begun to
dominate Iowa soccer. but this season
may be different. "We really shell-
shocked them," says Van Essen about
the last game with Grandview.
"They'll be a better team the next time
we play them, but then again, so will
we."
The play of underclassmen has been
vital to the success of this year's
edition of the Defenders. The team's
youth has provided the team with a
solid starting team as well as a good
bench. Van Essen explains that this
has been important because the team
played six games in a span of I I days.
"Our bench has proven to be
valuable," Van Essen says.
The team's only loss since the
second week of the season came at the
hands of Bethany Lutheran last
weekend. Despite the 3-0 loss, Van
Essen remains upbeat about the
quality of play. The Defenders went
up against what Van Essen terms an
"exceptional" defense. one goal was
called back by the referees, and a
penalty shot was blocked. Van Essen
says the team was "in the game all the
way."
Last weekend's play also saw two
Defender victories, 4-2 over Loras,
and 6-2 over the University of
Northern Iowa. .
The previous weekend saw three
wins by the Defenders, these on a
much larger scale. After getting by
South Dakota State 4-3 in an away
game, Dordt outscored its opponents
14-0 in the Dordt Tournament,
defeating North Central College 9-0,
and UNI 5-0. Van Essen says he was
a bit disappointed about the caliber of
play in the tournament, but he says
next year may be an improvement.
with Loras and Pillsbury Baptist, a
team Dordt lost to earlier in the
season, being informally invited to the
tournament.
Two home games are on tap for the
rest of the week, with the University
of South Dakota visiting tonight, and
Wartburg coming in Saturday
afternoon. Van Essen says the
Wartburg game should be an excellent
match. Wartburg defeated a
somewhat slower Dordt team last year
in Sioux Center, and Dordt was able
only to tie at Wartburg's home field in
Waverly. Van Essen says he has had a
hard time keeping the team.focused qn
a somewhat weaker USD team
because of the revenge factor.
Fair weather has kept attendance up
throughout the season. "The players
have appreciated the fan support so
far," says Van Essen. He says
important games down the road may
keep attendance as high as ever. •
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continued from page 1
suggestions for more stewardly
farming, and possibly begin a long-
term groundwater monitoring study at
the Stewardship Center.
Vos and Vander Zee were each
granted a one-quarter time release
from their usual duties for one
academic year to work on the project.
However. both admit that time is the
primary limiting factor.
The idea for this Studies Institute
project was conceived almost three
years ago, Vander Zee revealed. He
and Mr. Ed Louerman, professor of
economics at that time, had discussed
the possibilities of long-term
groundwater monitoring and
conducting more "baseline studies" at
the Stewardship Center. Its resources
could then serve as the "focal point"
for interdisciplinary research,
involving the agriculture, biology, and
economics departments. Vander Zce
said.
With this in mind. Vos and Vander
Zee have collected literature and have
made contacts about environmental
problems. Now, as they continue their
research, they are organizing and
filing this information. Vos feels that,
judging by the amount of literature
available about environmental
concerns, "people are waking up."
realizing thath there is something
"fundamentally wrong" with man's use
of the land.
Vos noted some changes that have
already occurred at the Stewardship
Center, independent of the work at the
Studies Institute. As a member of the
Practical Farmers of Iowa, Dordt has
begun a ridge-tilling project to
minimize herbicide use. Also. research
on soil compaction is being conducted
for the Iowa Natural Heritage
Resourceful Farmer Project. •
"When a reporter listens,
important people talk."
The diamond needs a few good
listeners to get those important
people who visit campus, or those
who are here all the time, to talk
about what is going on in their
corner of the world or campus. We
also need people to take their
pictures or draw them. We could
even use a cartoonist or two. And,
we need others to put all the talk
and pictures into a form our readers
can use.
_.
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Chuck Adams Interviews Iowa Governor Terry Branstad.
Consider joining diamond ...and be spoken to.
